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It was first argued by Wu and Yang1 in 1965 that there should be a 

qualitative connection between high energy, s >> 4, large momentum trans- 

fer, -t >> <, proton-proton scattering (or more generally hadron-hadron 

scattering) and the structure of the proton as revealed in elastic electron- 

proton scattering at large momentum transfers. We would like to pursue 

this idea with a suggestion of an origin for this connection and a remark 

about how it will exhibit itself in the differential cross section for p-p 

elastic scattering. We also present some implications of our suggestions 

for future experiments. 

Our starting point is Fig. 1 which shows the normalized differential 

cross section for p-p elastic scattering 
2 

%s,t) = ($$($=o - 

plotted together with the fourth power of G ,(t), the magnetic form factor 

measured in e-p scattering 3 normalized to GMp(0) = 1. Earlier attempts , 

to correlate the p-p scattering data at large s and -t with Gip(t) have 

proceeded by searching for a suitable universal function which would re- 

present all the p-p data. These efforts have yielded forms such as 

do -as sin 8 -- 
dZcm 'v e 

(Orear4) 

(Allaby et al.2), 
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and 

da 
dtwe (Krisch5). 

It is not very transparent, however, how t.o map these proposed data fits 

alongside the form factor 13 Mp('t> since they depend on special kinematical 

constructs of energy and angle that differ from the invariant momentum 

transfer, t. In particular, the form proposed by Allaby et al. van- 

ishes as s 4~1 for fixed t. 

We would like to suggest here the following correlation and inter- 

pretation of these data: in the amplitude for p-p scattering there is a 

piece, the "diffractive tail", which dies precipitously for fixed t as s 
6 

grows and, in addition a point interaction of current-current form which 

depends on t alone and emerges as s becomes asymptotic. The differential 

cross section then appears as 

a GEp(t) + R(s,t)]2 

where a is independent of s and t and R(s,t) vanishes as s -+a for large, 

fixed - t. 

For concreteness we have chosen for R(s,t) the canonical 'Regge form" 

-iRa(t)) a(t)-1 
R(G) = B(t) * s 

although our ideas are weakly coupled to any special model for R. In a 

Reggeized world, of course, Q(t) refers here to the usual vacuum trajec- 

tory. The experimental basis for choosing such an R(s,t) is the observed 
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dramatic drop in h(s,t) by a factor of 2 2 for each 2@ increase in s in 

the range 20-60 (BeV)=I. It is tempting to propose that s WI accurately 

describes the approach to the high energy limit. Not only is this in 

accord with the data shown in Fig. 1 and more transparently by the straight 

line segments of Fig. 2 whose slopes measure a(t) at the labeled values 

of t, but it is also theoretically appealing. If one particular Regge 

trajectory has a slightly smaller slope than all others, then by the time 

we move out to large values of both s and - t it will dominate the others 

and a simplified parametr$ation of the elastic scattering amplitude such 

as proposed for R(s,t) is a natural consequence. The small slope for the 

Pomeranchuk or vacuum trajectory, compared to other known trajectories 7 , 

which is suggested by p-p and n-p data at small t, is in agreement with this 

behavior. We repeat, however, that our main point of comparison between 

the e-p and p-p scattering is not rigidly tied to a specific Regge model. 

More broadly stated, as s -+m, R(s,t), which may be interpreted as the 

decreasing tail of the diffractive or unitarity contribution from the in- 

elastic channels, falls below the postulated s independent contact term . 

revealing the GLp(t) structure. 

How might 

action nucleon 

region where s 

such a contact interaction originate? Consider the re- 

b,) + nucleon (~2) "nucleon (pi) -I- nucleon (p;) in the 

>> -t >> 4. Writing out the T-matrix in terms of the Fermi 

invariants , we find that the pseudoscalar and scalar contributions are of 

order t/s or y:/s compared to V, A, and T. If we imagine that in this 

kinematic region, where all masses are negligible, the scattering occurs 

with no flip of the nucleon helicities, the amplitude becomes to order t/s 

T ND1 = FvE(Pl)Y,U(P2)L(Pi)7au(Pl) + FA;(P;)Yd5u(P2);(Pi)YaYgu(Pl). 
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This resembles one vector density probing another plus an axial density 

interacting with another. We propose to take this resemblance seriously 

and suggest that the proper statement of the "contact interaction" which 

is exhibited in the p-p data is that for s >> -t >> $, FV and FA become 

proportional to the squares of the vector and axial vector form factors 

6 one measures in the weak and electromagnetic interactions 9 . The contact 

terms enter dcr/dt as 

I"vl' + IFAl + 4 Re(F>A)t/s. 

If, further, the vector and axial-vector form factors become similar for 

large t, or if the contact interaction cannot distinguish between right 

handed and left handed protons so that the contact interaction is purely of 

the vector type and FA= 
24 0, then the structure a GNP(t) for z(s,t) emerges. 

Our picture of the large s, large t proton-proton scattering ,is now 

drawn. The differential cross section is written 10. . 

+ interference terms. 1 
The magnitude of the interference terms depends on the relative phases of 

the contact terms and R(s,t), given by the signature factor in the Regge 

case, as well as on the spin structure of the diffractive contributions 11 . 

We need only consider the interference terms in the limited range of s and 

t where R(s,t) and Gzp(t) are of comparable magnitude, and in our preli- 

minary fits we have ignored them. Turning our attention again to the data 

we find that it is possible to fit the conjectured approach of the p-p scat- 

tering data to Gip( ) t with the following representative set of parameters: 
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a(t) = 1 + a'(0)t + l/2 cqo)t2, (2' (0) = 0.5 * 0.1 

a”(o) = + 0.02 f 0.005, and a = 0.85 f 0.15. 

The small value of 0!'(O) is consistent with our earlier remarks. Within 

the uncertainties permitted by the unknown interference term, more com- 

plicated guesses are possible for these parameters. 

There is an appealing simplicity to the idea that, in hadron pro- 

cesses, under a "diffractive tail" there should emerge a contact inter- 

action of a current-current nature with the same currents whose transition 

form factors are being measured in weak and electromagnetic processes. 

Let us proceed by supposing that this is, in fact, what we are being told 

by the existing p-p data and ask where we might seek critical tests and 

verification of this behavior as well as where we expect corrections to it. 

1. In higher energy p-p experiments' 7 such as will be performed soon 

at Serpukhov and before long at CERN and Weston) we expect dcr 
P-P 

/dt to 

follow the Gip(t) curve out to higher values of -t before departing from 

it near, say, -t = t. - This makes it important to reduce the size of the 

present experimental errors on the e-p data at large -t as well as on the 

corresponding p-p data at the highest values of s presently attainable. 

Larger s data can rapidly confirm or shoot down the whole idea since we 

enjoy a welcome dearth of parameters. 

2. In the region where t and s are of the same order of magnitude, 

we expect contributions in p-p scattering from possible interference terms 

if both FA and FV are present, u channel current-current interactions, 

and other t and u channel processes which are negligible in the kinematic 

limit we considered. Similarly, for small t, we do not attempt to use 

our form for dD/dt since the contact term is buried under a manifold of 

diffractive phenomena", 
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?J* If the Regge structure for R(s,t) is correct, then the absence 

of polarization correlations in the region where R(s,t) dominates a$ 
Mp) 

is expected. Another consequence of our assumption that one trajectory 

dominates R(s,t) is that the s dependence for fixed t is completely 

determined up to corrections from the interference terms, and thus a larger 

number of accurate data points checking this behavior would be of great 

importance. In particular,experimental evidence confirming or destroying 

the straight lines in Fig. 2 would be very interesting at high s and -t 

values. 

4. The structure of 6-p elastic scattering should be the same as for 

p-p scattering in the s >> -t >> G-kinematic limit, up to those correction 

terms of order t/s that are of opposite sign in the two collisions. Pro- 

cesses such as p+p -+;;fn, F+p +~-I-Z, etc. are very important for deter- 

mining the isotopic and unitary spin structure of the currents in the pro- 

posed contact interaction. 

5. In inelastic processes such as NN -+NN* we expect to see emerge, in 

the same limit, the product of the nucleon vector (or axial-vector) form 

factor times the appropriate NN* transition form factor. If it is indeed 

the vacuum trajectory that is dominating the unitarity tail at large s and 

t, as we have earlier suggested, the form factor term should emerge at 

lower energies since the vacuum trajectory will not contribute to the N* 

excitation. 

6. For n&p elastic scattering and for rrN charge exchange, we expect 

in the given kinematic region that da/dt will take the form 

d"ltN PC 
dt [afFn(t)Gi(t) I- R'(s,t)12, - 
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where a' is independent of s and t, F,(t) is the pion electromagnetic form 

factor, and G;(t), the isovector nucleon magnetic form factor. The absence 

of the vacuum trajectory in 1-tN charge exchange means that the contact inter- 
f 

action should show up more quickly than in p-p or J[ p scattering, analo- 

gously to the case above for N* producticn. 

We thank the members of the electron scattering group at SLAC! (see 

Ref. 3) for d's 1 cussions of their data before publication. 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 The normalized differential cross section z(s,t) = 

for p-p scattering and the fourth power of GMp(t)/GMp(0) plotted 

against t. The experimental points are labeled by the cor- 

responding value of s, the square of the c.m. energy, and are 

taken from Ref. 2.. Equal s contours are shown by dotted lines. 

Fig. 2 The normalized differential cross section ?(s,t) for p-p scat- 

tering and the fourth power of G ,(t)/GMp(0) plotted against s 

for -t = 10.0, 11.1, and 15.0 (BeV)2. If X(s,t) were purely of _ 

the form S(t)s a(t) , the plotted points for given -t would lie 

on the straight lines. The deviations from these lines we at- 

tribute to the emergence of the form factor term. 
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